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"IN A CRISIS, BE
AWARE OF THE
DANGER, BUT

RECOGNIZE THE
OPPORTUNITY.”

Chinese Proverb



Introduction

The Situational Crisis Communication Theory (SCCT) provides a
robust framework for understanding and anticipating audience
responses to crisis messages, allowing crisis managers to craft
messages most likely to protect the reputations of their clients
(Coombs, 2007). 

The SCCT posits a relationship between a crisis type and
appropriate crisis response strategies.



Introduction, Cont.

While case studies can be enlightening, testing a theory using
multiple methods is always desirable.

Experiments using quantitative methods have been hampered
in the past by the lack of appropriate instruments.

This is where the Riverside Situational Q-sort comes into play .



Literature
Riverside Situational Q-sort (RSQ;
Funder, 2016) provides researchers
with the ability to quantify
subjective first impressions of any
situation, allowing for direct testing
of the SCCT.

The RSQ can provide nuanced
comparisons of participant
reactions to scenarios designed to
contrast crisis-type and crisis-
response combinations proposed by
the SCCT. 



Literature
To complete the RSQ, the
participant must categorize 89
situational attributes into nine bins
based on how “characteristic” the
attribute is relative to the target
situation. 

A limited number of attributes can
be placed in each bin, leading to a
quasi-normal distribution. 



Purpose
To explore connection of SCCT
messaging with RSQ method
We hypothesized that
congruence between crisis
type and crisis response
according to the SCCT (e.g.
Preventable/Rebuild is
congruent but
Preventable/Denial is not)
would lead to differences in the
ranking of relevant situational
attributes. 



Method
Performed an initial test of this approach,
forty-eight undergraduates at a large public
university were randomly assigned to one of
four scenarios characterized by
combinations of crisis type (accident versus
preventable) and crisis response (denial
versus rebuild). 

The four scenarios (accident—denial,
accident—rebuild, preventable—denial,
and preventable—rebuild) were
constructed from actual messages on the
official EPA website pertaining to the August
5, 2015 Gold King mine disaster, in which an
EPA-led excavation led to the spilling of 3
million gallons of yellow-orange water
containing cadmium, lead, and arsenic into
tributaries of the Colorado River system. 



Findings
Using a Monte Carlo analysis of the q-
sort responses to the Gold King mine
scenarios, we identified three attributes
that were ranked as significantly “more
characteristic” in the congruent than
incongruent scenarios:

“35: situation might evoke warmth or
compassion,”

“67: situation makes demands on P,” and
  
“48: situation entails or could entail stress
or trauma.

SITUATION CHARACTERISTICS



Findings

Differences in attributes 35 and 48 suggest that participants felt more
emotionally engaged by the crisis in the congruent than in the
incongruent groups. 
Differences in attribute 67, related to participants’ sense of personal
responsibility, might be predictive of the audience’s willingness to act
on the information. 
Each of these features appear to have considerable external validity
relative to crisis situations.
The RSQ continues to show promise as a method for evaluating
audience perceptions of crisis messaging and specific theories such
as the SCCT.



Implications
Audience messaging.
Perceptions of situations range.
Personality determines behaviors (ex.
personal responsibility) in crisis.
Personalization of messages.
Emotions play a part in situations.
Connecting research to practice with
theory and methods.
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Future Directions

Application towards different situations.
Personality tests integrated into RSQ.
Source of message (person)
Source of message (medium)
Interviews with researchers + practitioners in
crisis about applying  RSQ method into practice.
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Questions?


